
Building a Bug Hotel 

could get you a Green 

Blue Peter badge!

Check on the  

Blue Peter website!

Oak National Academy Online Classroom            https://classroom.thenational.academy

Here are a few links to online lessons which cover some of the areas we have looked at over 

the year. They may help with understanding and is to offered as an additional resource.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-3/subjects/maths

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-4/subjects/maths

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-3/subjects/english

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-4/subjects/english

Literacy
Remember to read while you are at home, it is really important. Read to your family and get them to read to you as 
well. Maybe read to your distant family over Skype, they would love it I am sure.
SPaG - Determiners
Comprehension - Pet care
Spellings - Dog themed 
Handwriting
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Maths
Multiplication  
 
The diagram here should  
remind you how to do it.

Work through the sheets  
carefully before checking  
through the answers.

It’s dog week!

 T      O

 6  7
   x     5
 3  5  (5 x 7)
   3  0  0  (5 x 60)
   3  3  5

67 x 5 = ? Remember, if you are 
not sure about 5 x 60, 
work out what 5 x 6 is 
first and then multiply it 
by 10.

PARENTAL POINT - Access may be limited from this week to Twinkl for those without membership.  
I have put the relevant pages below so that they can still be printed out.  

This may make it easier as there are fewer links for you to chase around after.

DT, Science
How to build a bug hotel

Some of you may have seen the Springwatch programmes over the last  
few weeks, they have shown some great things.  

How about you having a go at making a bug hotel?
Search on BBC for How to build a bug hotel!

French
Colour wordsearch and rainbow colouring 

Mindfulness
Animal wordsearch and Dog colouring

Help us to win £5,000 of National Book Tokens for the school library - and get £100 for yourself!

Enter the competition online, it only takes a minute:

http://www.nationalbooktokens.com/ schools

The more nominations our school receives, the higher the chances of winning,  

so please spread the word!

Our school  

needs
  

YOU!
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Spellings
This weeks spellings are below. Do not worry about what colour you are just choose one column 
and learn them as normal, practice them be saying and spelling them out as well as writing them. 

Choose a column which challenges you, don’t go for the easiest option. 
Test yourself or get someone to test you on Friday.

Cut out the picture which links to the spellings you did and put it on the poster from last week.
Write your score next to it.so that you have got a record and I can see what you have done.
































